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Investment Thoughts
The American stock market continues to be strong for the second year after a flat to slightly
down 2015. By valuations, the US market is much more expensive than foreign developed or
emerging markets. We have been slowly tilting towards more investments outside of the US,
anticipating some realignment in values. Actually, Emerging Markets (outside the US, Japan and
Europe) have been the best asset class for returns in 2017 (and did well last year after several
years of underperformance).
We are expecting lower taxes and higher interest rates looking ahead. Interestingly, the new
administrations tax proposal eliminates the deduction for state income taxes, making Florida
and the other seven states that don’t tax income more attractive for both workers and retirees.

What Market Timing Gets You

Consider a long‐running study of investor returns by Dalbar, a financial‐research firm in Boston.
It found the average investor in U.S. stock mutual funds lost 2.3% in 2015, whereas the S&P 500
was slightly positive that year, including dividends. Dalbar, which has published this study each
year since 1994, plans to release an updated version this week.
And 2015 wasn’t an anomaly. The gap between investors’ returns and the market’s performance
is even wider over a longer time horizon. Equity‐fund investors earned just 3.7% annually over
the past 30 years through 2015 compared with a 10.4% annual return for the S&P 500.

Why A Concentrated Portfolio is Dangerous
All of these companies on the next page that were once on the S&P 500 index suffered
catastrophic losses and/or bankruptcy. All their stock is essentially worthless.

The World Keeps Improving
Note this wonderful graphic representation of how many things keep getting better in the world.

Miscellaneous

Echo Show
Watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQqxCeHhmeU
I remember watching science fiction as a child, in which video monitors in each room of a house
could listen and talk back while performing tasks. It seemed incredible, but is now here and
inexpensive. I do share concerns with many others that having a device that is both listening
and now watching you 24/7 is a serious privacy (and perhaps safety) concern. We live in
interesting times.

Federal Tax Code
The federal tax code now totals 74,608 pages. The Constitution fits on three pages with single
spaced typing or only four sheets of the original handwritten 28 3/4 inches by 23 5/8 sheets.
The 27 amendments amount to only three additional typed pages.‐H. Hebeler

Random Notes
Draw up a list of your greatest pleasures in life. Then ask yourself: Do you need great wealth to
enjoy any of them?‐Jonathan Clements

The solution to about 90% of financial problems is "save more money." Also the one no one
wants to hear. Morgan Housel
"If incompetence is the disease of the novice, overconfidence is the disease of the expert." —
Malcolm Gladwell
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